
Rose Cruz & Plasma Pen Pro Are Coming to
America to Train & Certify PPP Technicians in
Plasma Fibroblast Treatments

Plasma Pen eyelid lift and under eye lift by rose
cruz

Plasma fibroblast treatments are the rage in
the beauty and anti-aging world.  Knowing
how to perform the procedure properly is
both an art and a science.

SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA, USA,
August 12, 2018 /EINPresswire.com/ --
World leader Rose Cruz and Plasma Pen
Pro (PPP) will be on the road training and
certifying students all across the USA
soon.

Learning how to perform beauty
enhancing Fibroblast treatments with a
Plasma Pen has opened up the door for
greater success for many small
businesses, with forward-minded owners.
The good news for Americans interested
in becoming part of the new
entrepreneurial storm, is worldwide
leader in Plasma Pen and Fibroblast
treatment instruction Rose Cruz of
Plasma Pen Pro has announced she will
be traveling the country to train and
certify future Plasma Pen Pro technicians,
something sure to bring greater interest
to their businesses or to themselves as
beauty and anti-aging professionals.

“I am very excited to be going to the USA to teach the secrets of the Plasma Pen and Fibroblast
treatments,” commented the enthusiastic Rose Cruz.  “I know this is something that not only
changes the lives of the people who receive the remarkable Plasma Pen work, but also can
hugely enhance the amount of income my students make after being officially trained and
certified.”

According to Cruz, the Plasma Fibroblast treatments deliver a long list of benefits with highlights
like being safe and effective, acting as a totally non-invasive treatment, no surgical techniques
are used, the skin isn't cut, and there is no bleeding or bruising.

The treatment itself is used for Wrinkle Reduction, Scar Reduction, Mole Removal, Skin Tag
Removal, Tummy Tucks, Eyelid Lifts, Eyebrow Lifts, Lip Line Reduction, and much, much more.

Training dates and registration information can be found on the very informative Plasma Pen Pro
website or through contacting the company directly.

http://www.einpresswire.com
http://www.plasmapenpro.com
http://www.plasmapenpro.com
http://www.plasmapenpro.com


Eyebrow and Eyelid Lift by Plasma Pen Pro (PPP)

Plasma Pen Upper Lip Line Removal by Plasma Pen
Pro

Their two-day course focuses mainly
on practical, rather than just theory.
Rose Cruz states “it is more important
to actually work on clients and get to
know the client’s skin, and how plasma
works on that skin, rather than myself
or my partner talk about it.  When our
students work on clients, we ask them
to use all their senses to be able to
place the carbonized dots correctly and
effectively, without any danger to the
client.  It takes a special set of skills,
and those skills is what we work on in
class.  We like to say that 25% of the
course is theory and 75% of the course
is practical.  That is why our students
succeed after taking a plasma pen pro
course with us”.  By looking at their
students’ posts, reviews and Instagram
pages, they are certainly successful.

Plasma Pen Pro (PPP) are developing
the next generation of plasma pen to
introduce to the market, and will be
out in Europe, North America and
Australia soon.

If you are interested in a career in
Plasma Fibroblast treatments, then
visit their website at
www.plasmapenpro.com and for more
pics and videos of actual client results
and students work, please visit
www.instagram.com/plasmapenpro 

Reviews of Rose Cruz's training has
been passionate and very positive:

Carla A. says “I am so grateful I found
such an amazing company and trainers
in Plasma Pen Pro by Rose. The course
they have created offers everything
you need to know to achieve amazing
results in a safe and effective manner.
They are more than happy to offer on-
going support which is the cherry on
top.”

Jordan H. says “Rose and Tino definitely
exceeded my expectations. They made
me feel very welcomed especially this
being my first time in Canada. The class was extremely informative and well thought out. I left
feeling confident and ready to bring PP back home to Louisiana. I recommend this class to
anyone who is looking to expand their services or start a new skill. Thank you guys for sharing
your skill and knowledge with us”

http://www.plasmapenpro.com
http://www.instagram.com/plasmapenpro


To read more Google Reviews can be found here: https://goo.gl/Q8xXwg 

For more information, be sure to visit https://www.plasmapenpro.com.
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